[Postoperative MR findings in acoustic neuromas: nerve edema within the internal auditory canal].
Postoperative MR findings of eleven acoustic neuromas were analyzed. MRI's were able to clearly visualize residual tumor around the 7th and 8th cranial nerves that were left to preserve cranial nerve function, although conventional X ray CT scans often failed to detect it due to artifacts in the parapetrous area. The facial nerves preserved during operations were also visualized from their brainstem portion to the internal auditory meatus. These findings indicate that MRI is excellent in delineating soft tissue in the CP angle that would be overlooked by conventional X ray CT scan. It was also found that the nerve bundles within the internal auditory canal gained increased signal intensity on the T1 and proton weighted images after surgical interventions and that this effect extended into the most distal end of the nerve bundles and even into the intracochlear portion of the cochlear nerve. The nerve bundles with increased signal intensity were conspicuously enhanced after intravenous administration of Gd-DTPA. This indicated that the blood nerve barrier of the nerves within the internal auditory canal were disrupted due to the surgical manipulations in excising tumors. Following such surgical manipulations, nerve edema ensued, although manipulations in the cerebello-pontine angle were done carefully and protectively under a surgical microscope. The clinical significance of disruption of the blood nerve barrier and following nerve edema were discussed from the standpoint of preservation of the 7th and 8th cranial nerve functions.